
Chapter 9 

Origin of open fields 

Previous studies 

The literature of pre-enclosure fields is immense; discussion about their origin has taken 
place for over a century and doubtless will continue}. Firstly, it is necessary to make a 
brief review of theories previously put forward to explain open fields. Less than 50 years 
after the end of the main enclosure movement in 1840, when almost every parish in the 
country had been enclosed, open fields were recognized as worthy of study and their 
implications for manorial and social history were considered. 

Seebohm, writing in 1883, studied Hitchin, Herts., as a model. Although the data are 
rather late for a 'medieval' system (1816), Seebohm was able to describe the main 
elements, showing that at Hitchin the landscape comprised of long narrow strips, or 
lands, grouped into blocks called furlongs, the furlongs themselves being grouped into 
three large areas called fields, which were open and hedgeless. The fields occupied most 
of the available area and were cultivated on a three-year rotation, one year being fallow. " 
The meadow land was divided into strips as well, and there were common grazing rights 
over both meadow and fallow at certain times. He also noted that the arable strips were 
separated by narrow strips of grass called balks and assumed that these were a medieval 
feature; in this he was incorrect, although the error has often been repeated and passed 
into many standard works subsequently. 

Seebohm thought that strip-fields were the consequence of communal ploughing, 
each person providing an animal or the plough, and getting one or more of the 
ploughed strips as a reward2• He drew upon Welsh laws, since such fields occur in 
Wales, and he thought that the system was older than the Saxon era, having Roman or 
even Iron Age antecedents. He met a problem when examining German evidence 
because he expected that the Saxon homeland in northern Germany would have field 
systems with the same characteristics as Hitchin, that is a regular two or three-field 
arrangement with common grazing. Such fields were unknown in the north, but were 
common in central Germany, where there had been Roman influence, hence the 
postulation of a Roman origin. 

In 1892 Vinogradoff, studying medieval tenure, thought that strip fields were created 
for equalising shares in terms ofland quality, and were part of an arrangement intended 
to emphasize the superiority of the community over individual rights3• He too drew on 
Celtic models as prototypes where land was held by tribal or kindred groups with 
temporary occupation of strips-by individuals. 

1 A. R. H. Baker, Ag. Hist. Rev. 31 (1983) pp. IS9-{)4. 
2 Seebohm, 1883; 1912 edn., pp. 65-6, 113-4. 
3 Vinogradoff, 1892, p. 237. 
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Maidand did not believe there was any evidence that a communal tenure ofland ever 
existed4. He showed that the only examples were lands held by burgesses of some 
medieval towns, and that their origin was late, in the fourteenth century, and that no 
such cases existed in Saxon or earlier times. He accepted that strip fields were a 
reasonable method of share , holding, but stressed that the existence of intermixed 
holdings did not imply that ownership was communal; each land remained the private 
property of the owner. 

Gray, in 1915, gave much more detail on the variation of English field systems5. He 
defined six different types, the regular two- or three-field arrangement (such as Hitchin) 
being confined mainly to the Midlands. He supposed variations in different parts the 
country were of tribal origin, and thought that the Midland system had been introduced 
by early setders from the Saxon homeland. At the same time he considered the 
possibility that the Celtic infield - outfield system was an early prototype for the 
development of a two-field cropping arrangement. 

Bishop, in 19356, looked at assarting processes in twelfth- and thirteenth-century 
Yorkshire. He showed that newly cleared parcels ofland were held by freeholders and 
were described as additional acres belonging to the regular holdings of bovates and 
oxgangs (equivalent to yardlands); so there were grants ofbovates and, say, 5 acres of 
assart. It was suggested that assarted land would be gathered together to add more 
yardlands (oxgangs) to a particular vill. He noted that for some villages there were 
thirteenth-century furlongs (flats) with the same persona) names as the twelfth-century 
land holders (eg Gikelflat at Balderby), and postulated that' a piece of land held in 
severalty by Gikel as his own property, had, a century later, become incorporated into 
the subdivided fields. Such a mechanism could be envisaged at an earlier date, small 
groups of people creating strip fields piecemeal, furlong by furlong, over a long time. In 
Bishop's examples there seem to be no topographical studies, so it is not possible to kllow 
whether Gikelflat was so named because it was located next to Gikel's house on the edge 
of the village, rather than because he had once owned the land. Bishop proposed a 
mechanism for assarted property to become open-field land held in multiple ownership, 
citing cases of holdings already shared between many owners which might be further 
split between sons and widows to form fragmen'ted pieces eventually leading to strips. 

The Orwins approached open fields from a practical viewpoint in 19387• They saw 
strips as being the physical result of using a plough with a fixed mouldboard throwing 
soil to one side. Back and forth ploughing over short distances was not very convenient 
and a long strip would be a preferred shape. They viewed assarting as an important 
process in the fragmentation of fields, and saw the Saxons as pioneers in a wild 
countryside, analagous to Europeans settling in North America in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, wresting arable out of untamed land. 

Much interest in field systems has taken place since 1950, with more evidence from 
regional studies. Thirsk (1964) did not think that mature common fields, which she 
defined has having four essential elements; sub-division, rights of common over arable, 
common waste, and a village assembly (manorial court) to control the process, could 
have been created ab initio. She also stressed that systems appearing similar in the late 

4- Maitland, 1897; 1960 edn. pp. 4-04-10. 
5 Gray 1915. 
6 T. A. M. Bishop, 'Assarting and the growth of open fields', £C. Hist. Rev. 6 (1935) p.13. 
7 C. S. Orwin and C. S. Orwin. The Open Fields, 1938. 
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Middle Ages may have had different origins. Partible inheritance, the division of land 
equally between sons and partners, were seen to be prime factors in causing subdivision 
of what was once a sizeable piece of ground or assart8. A partible inheritance scheme of 
division followed the suggestions made by Bishop, it being assumed that what he put 
forward as 'somewhat speculative' was a proven fact; many subsequent writers have 
continued this incorrect assertion. Complete mature systems were suggested by Thirsk 
to be as late as the thirteenth century, and created by rearrangement of earlier irregular ' 
parts. 

Titow disagreed with Thirsk's theories, suggesting that a regular order could have 
been made when the Saxons formed their townships9. He pointed out th~t there was no 
evidence of partible inheritance and division amongst coparceners which could be 
invoked as a mechanism of subdivision. He did not think that regular ordering oflands 
was a late organization or it would be known from historical sources, and pointed out 
that there was plenty of evidence for an early equal distribution of lands between 
cropping units. 

Baker and Butlin edited a series of essays in 1973, which showed the variety and 
complexity of British field systems lO• There are pockets of subdivided fields, even in the 
Midland area, and w~ole regions, like East Anglia and Kent, where holdings are not 
scattered around the township, but concentrated in a particular part. More detail for 
areas in the North became available, and Gray's classification and extent of types had to 
be revised. 

In 1975 McClosky considered the problem of scattered arable lands. 11 • He suggested 
that the scattering of lands was an aversion of risk to crops by such events as thunder 
storms and plant disease. It would also protect against the variability of English soil 
types, so that, for example, a scattered holding would prevent all the crop being planted 
on a part of the township with light land and risk being stunted in a'dry season. 

Dodgshon gave an account of the origin of British fields, in 198012. He put forward 
township splitting as being a mechanism of creating regulated fields. Small townships, 
resulting from such splitting, may well have been bereft of grazing resources, and would 
have to develop a common grazing arrangement including use offallow. Such a major 
event would give occasion for villagers to make any necessary improvements, and 
probably involve a new allotment of strips. 

Rowley edited a volume of papers describing possible origins of open fields in 1981 13. 

Fox discussed the Midland system and pointed out that an essential feature was equal 
distribution of arable holdings between the great fields, and the regular laying down of 
one field to fallow. He showed that such arrangements were widespread in lowland 
England by the twelfth century, and may have been present in the tenth century. He 
agreed with Thirsk that an organized mature system probably had involved a reorder-
ing, necessary when arable had encroached on pasture to such an extent that the only 

8 J. Thirsk, 'The Common Fields', Past and Present, 29, 1964, pp. 3-29. 
9 J. Z. Titow, 'Medieval England and the Open-Field System' Past and Present 32, 1965, pp. 86-102. 

10 Baker and Butlin Field Systems 1973. 
11 D. N. McClosky 'The persistence of English Common Fields' in Parker, W. N. andJones, E.L. (eds). 

European Peasants and their masters Princeton NJ. (1975). 
12 R. A. Dodgshon, 'I'M Origin of British Field Systems, London, 1980. 
13 Rowley, Origins 1981. 
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way of obtaining sufficient grazing was to use the fallow. However, the date for such 
changes needed to be put back before the Conquest. 

Harvey described field systems in Holdemess, showing that they were very different 
from the checkerboard Midland types. The concensus opinion from these observations, 
and other papers by Gelling describing the place-name data and Hooke's reassessment 
of evidence from Saxon charters, was that the Midland system of sub-divided fields 
seemed to be the result of a planned operation, taking place in some regions around the 
eighth and ninth centuries. 

Dahlman considered fields from a theoretical viewpoint in 1981, using published 
information 14. He questioned the belief held since the eighteenth century, following the 
attitudes of enclosers, that open fields were an inefficient method of allocation of 
resources; if true then why did they ever exist? Since a 'strip' was one day's work with a 
plough then there was almost no more effort requiTed to plough dispersed strips than 
there was walking on several occasions to plough a large plot of an undispersed farm. He 
refuted all previous theories of their origin, replying to Seebohm that if a heavy plough 
needed 8, 10, or 12 oxen belonging to several people to form a ploughteam, and the 
ground was afterwards assigned according to how many beast were provided, then in 
light-soil regions there ought not to be any strips, because one man could provide his 
own beast. He also pointed out the partible inheritance theory of a mech~ism of 
reducing private assarts into scattered parcels, as s~ggested by Bishop and developed by 
Thirsk, would, if continued indefinitely, lead to infinite division, whereas parcels were 
stable in size 15. 

Dahlman argued that at the time lands became intermixed it was likely to be the best 
method of achieving what was desired, being mixed farming with production of arable 
crops alongside animal husbandry. Scattering of lands could not then have been 
considered inefficient or it would not have occurred. In chronogical order he suggested 
that the following events would have happeneql6. 

1. Communal grazing of waste; this. was the cheapest way of controlling grazing 
animals, no fences being needed and the minimum amount of labour was 
required. 

2. Communal control would be developed over the grazing, since stinting would 
become necessary as it became scarce (with increase of animal. population). 

3. Common grazing on fallow arable would develop when the reduced areas of 
meadow and waste were no longer adequate.· 

4. Since grazing has to be performed on a large area, the fallow would be divided 
into two parts to control them; this lead to a scattering of strips so that no farmer 
could upset the system by withdrawing his consent to allow grazing. 

He saw the (supposed) late dates of highly ordered, regular tenurial systems ('formal 
restructuring') as the result of a desire to re-enforce and protect scattering. 

14 C.]. Dahlman, The openfold system and beyond (Cambridge 1981). 
15 Id pp. 31,34. 
16 Id. pp. 143-44. 
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The Northamptonshire data 

Archaeological evidence for Saxon settlement 

129 

Since 1960 archaeological fieldwork in various parts of the county has revealed the 
existence of hundreds of previously unknown prehistoric, Roman and early Saxon sites 
scattered around the fields of modem parishes 17 • For the most part the furlong pattern 
completely ignores the presence of these sites, and furrows cut into archaeological 
remains. This has been demonstrated for many Roman buildings, where the footings of 
stone walls have been carved into curving waves by furrows, showing that subdivided 
fields were not introduced by the Romans; as believed by Seebohm. 

It is proven from the fieldwork results that Saxons did not arrive in England to find an 
empty and wild countryside. The Romans farmed large areas of the country, including 
Northamptonshire, continuing the work ofIron Age people who were the first to spread 
out from river valleys and colonize claylands. It is, however, true that the largest and 
most important sites of both periods were centred not on the clay, but on the good 
quality agricultural soils found along the slopes of major river valleys, especially the 
Nene valley. 

The first Saxon setders probably had a primitive agriculture; they preferred rich soils 
found along the valleys, and sites (identified by pottery) are almost exclusively lo~ated on 
river gravels, limestone, or Northampton Sand and Ironstone. These soils are easily 
worked with simple equipment, as in the early prehistoric period. The distribution 
pattern of the sites is quite unlike that of the later villages, but exacdy like that left by 
previous waves of setders. There were many small new sites of status litde more than 
farmsteads, and there was some continued use of large Roman sites, where Saxon 
pottery sherds are often found. Such a distribution would suggest that the Saxons 
accepted what they found, setding on major villas and farms and founding some new 
farms of their own. The pattern of Sax on and pre-Saxon setdement on the gravels of the 
Welland valley has been published1s. There are m~y small early sites and Saxon sites 
are more numerous than medieval vills and are not obviously related to them. 

The pattern for the Welland Valley is not repeated throughout the county. A similar 
situation can be found north of Northampton on the ironstone soils, but in the region 
south of Rocking ham Forest, where clay predominates few Saxon sites can be found out 
in the modem fields, and where observations of ground disturbance or excavations have 
taken place, the Saxon remains are located under and within the 'modem" setdement. 
This is probably because exposures of good soils were limited and the medieval vill 
continued the exact site of the Saxon setdement. Examples are Grendon, Wollaston, 
Higham Ferrers and Raunds. 

Late Saxon setdements, by contrast, as revealed by fieldwork, have a very different 

17 Some of the evidence is published in D. N. Hall and N. Nickerson 1966 'Sites on the North Bedfordshire 
and South Northamptonshire Border', &ds. Arcluuol.]. 3 (1966) 1-6; D. N. Hall and]. B. Hutchings, 'The 
distribution of Archaeological Sites between the Nene and Ouse Valleys', &ds. Arcluuol.]. 7 (1972) 1-16; 
D. Hall, 'The countryside of the South-east Midlands and Cambridgeshire' in D, Miles (ed.) The 
Romano-British Countryside, British Archaeological Reports, British Series 103 (1982) pp. 337-50; D. Hall, 
'Survey work in Eastern England', in S. Macready and F. H. Thompson (eds.) Arcluuological Field Su1V9 in 
Britain and Abroad, Society of Antiquaries of London Occ. Paper 6, (1985) pp. 25-44; D. Hall and P. 
Martin, 'Brixworth, Northamptonshire, an Intensive Archaeological Survey',]. British Arcluuol. Assoc. 122 
(1979) 1-6; id., Durobrivae 8 (1980). A compilation for all the county exists in the RCHMinventory volumes 
1'975-81; much additional information has been revealed by further field survey since their publication. 

18 D. Hall in Hooke 1988, pp. 102- 3. 
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Table 11 Names and location of deserted Saxon sites 

Parish 

Brixworth 
Courteenhall 
Fotheringhay 
Hardingstone 
Harringworth 
Lamport 
Whiston 
Wollaston 

Grid Jl4erence 

SP 73757025 
SP '7667 5440 
TL0520 9430 
SP 7400 5870 
SP 93259814 
SP 75057465 
SP 8500 6010 
SP 90529430 

Below are late Saxon sites (*), or estates with no habitation site identified (t) 
Oundle* TL 0080 8840 
Higham Ferrerst SP 9810 6715 
Kislingburyt SP 7020 5715 
Thombyt SP 6540 7450 

Field name 

Shiredalecotes 
Cotton 
Walcot on a Roman site 
Oscot 
Bosley 
Cotton 
Sawcot 
Waltonacre on a Roman site 

Hardwick 
Buscott 
Hardwick 
Chilcotes 

distribution. In a study, field-by-field of about 80 percent of the county, only a single site 
of tenth- or eleventh-century date has been discovered deserted in the fields. This lies in 
a field called Hardwick in Oundle (TL 0080 8840). All other occupational evidence of 
this date comes from underneath or on the edge of present villages, or from vills now 
deserted but which survived into the late Middle Ages. In other words, the pattern of 
settlement revealed in the Domesday Survey, being substantially as now, had been 
created during the late Saxon period, when the smaller sites were abandoned. 

The furrows of the open fields, that clearly relate to the medieval vills, ignore Middle 
Saxon sites in the same way as they overlie those of Roman and earlier date. However, 
many of the sites where the characteristic, hard, sandy Saxon pottery sherds can be 
found on the ground surlace often reveal a furlong name containing the element cot, or a 
name that contains a possible Saxon personal name. This strongly suggests that those 
who first laid out strip fields knew that the Saxon setdements had existed. An example 
where the Saxons were certainly aware of the previous existence of what went before 
occurs at a Roman villa at flore. On the site are many large sherds on early Saxon 
pottery, showing that they dwelt there. The village, although now in a different location, 
takes its name from flora, 'floor' 19, the floor presumably being a mozaic . 

. Strip fields are therefore to be dated towards the end of the Middle Saxon period. Few 
of the sites have yet been excavated to give firm dating evidence. A cemetery at 
Harringworth was datable to the sixth-seventh century20 and a nearby setdement 
may relate to it. In BuckIDghamshire a site at Pennyland, Great Linford, revealed huts 
of the eighth century21. Sites in the field area of Raunds have been dated to 
the ninth century22. All these sites were cut by furrows and none of them had 
wheel-made pottery, introduced during the ninth century. They therefore seem to have 
been abandoned before that date and the furrows of the strip fields cannot be earlier 
than the ninth century. 

19 Gover et al. 1933, PNN p. 82. 
20 B. Adams and D.Jackson, 'The Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at Wakerley 1968-9, Northamptonshire Archaeology 

22,1989,pp.69-178. 
21 R.J. Williams Pennyland and Hartigans, Bucks. Arch. Soc., Monograph series 4 (1993). 
22 Pers. comm. G. Cadman; Raunds excavation report forthcoming (English Heritage Archaeological 

Report). 
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Examples of Sax on sites with furlong names that may be the name of an abandoned 
settlement are given in Table 11. 

The physical mechanism of settlement movement would probably vary from region 
to region. At Raunds and Wollaston the main Saxon sites remained, or developed into 
the medieval vills without a major shift of location. Townships with several dispersed 
Saxon sites had many left deserted out in the fields, and the community collected 
together at just one of them. 

In the T owcester region, already commented on for its multiplicity of hamlets, names 
containing the place-name element cot, cote are common, and there seems to have been 
resistance to site relocation. It is probable that all the cote places have Saxon origins and 
have continued their existence; most of them have separate townships. Proof of such a 
theory can only come with archaeological observation of ground disturbance in the 
villages. The best evidence from fieldwork so far has been to discover Saxon pottery in a 
ringwork enclosure next to Cold Higham church, showing that this vill has an early 
origin. Not far away, in Pattishall, previously unknown Saxon sites were found north of 
the vill (SP 6660 5466 and 6685 5480), yielding yet more settlement sites in a parish that 
has four surviving vills. There is every liklihood that the Towcester region cotes represent 
a Saxon settlement pattern that has survived. 

There is no proof currently available that nucleation of vills and the laying out of 
strips were part of the same process, but it does seem probable. The date of abandon-
ment of the Saxon sites, as shown above, is before the ninth century, and historical 
evidence (from charters) for the existence of intennixed strip fields occurs in the tenth 
century23. There is, therefore, little time to have two separate major events, and both 
were probably sim~taneous, part of ,the same process of re-allocation of scarce 
resources. 

umg lands 
If we turn away from Northamptonshire briefly, and away from the Midlands, the 
pattern of strip holdings can be very different. There are examples of field systems of a 
much simpler type with few furlongs and where lands are of great length. On the 
Yorkshire Wolds, at Wharram Percy, Burdale and Wharram le Street, there are many 
examples of lands up to 600 yards in length; the whole area was divided, in principle, 
with lands on high plateaux running from dale to dale24. Most of Wolds are now 
ploughed but ridge and furrow survives in a few fields and in spinneys, and is proved to 
have been much more extensive from aerial photographs taken in the late 1940s. Today 
lands can be only be seen after arable fields are well weathered, say by February, when 
they can be observed as soilmarks stretching away in gentle curves over great distances. 
There are almost no earthwork divisions or furlong boundaries. The documents 
support this in that very few furlongs are mentioned. A plan of the township of 
Butterwick in Foxholes parish, prepared from archaeological fieldwork corresponds 
very well with a plan made independently by reconstruction from the data in a fieldbook 
of 156325. Thus ground observation and historical records confinn a large scale and 
simple arrangement. . 

23 D. Hooke , 'Open-field Agriculture', in Rowley 1981, p. 58. 
24 Hall Medieval Fields 1982, p. 52. 
25 M. Harvey, 'Regular open-field systems on the Yorkshire Wolds', Landscape History, 4, 1982, pp. 28- 39; 

Butterwick plan p. 31; field survey by D. Hall and P. Martin for the Wharram Percy Project. 
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Similar long lands have been decribed at Holderness, Y orks, where they run from the 
vill to the township boundary, being a mile in length in some cases26. The situation for 
Yorkshire has been summarized by Sheppard27 where many townships with lands up to 
a mile in length, and Maztat has recently published plans of some East Yorkshire 
townships28. 

The silt Fenlands of Cambridgeshire have lands defined by ditches that run without a 
break between wide droveways up to'a mile apart, the strips being 12-20 yards wide29. 
The modern field boundaries at Middleton near Pickering, Yorkshire, have long 
smooth curves that suggest there were once two very large blocks of strips up to 2,200 
yards in length 30. 

Examples of townships and fields planned in a most remarkable way can be found in 
Saxony, eastern Germany. At Hassegau a series of townships occurs with vills lying in 
two rows each having a long smooth township boundary that can only have been 
formed by a deliberate planning process31 • One series of townships had linear east-west 
'row' settlements lying in the middle of their territory and the arable was divided into 
two series oflong strips that reached from the vill to the boundary, one set on the south 
and one set on the north. The strips were up almost a mile in length 32. This type of 
settlement is associated with military colonization during the eastern expansion of the 
Carolingian empire in the eighth and ninth centuries. The tithes of the vills had been 
given to the royal abbey ofHersfeld before 780, showing that they existed by that date. 
Large scale planning of townships and field systems therefore occurred both on the 
Continent arid in England. 

Other German examples oflong lands occur near the Elbe, here dated to the twelfth 
century33 and Postan has referred to ninth century planned long lands made in areas of 
forest clearance in France and Germany34. There are also parallels in southern Sweden 
and eastern Derunark35. 

It would seem that in regions away from the Midlands arable lands were laid out over I 

very large pieces of countryside. By implication this was done in a planned way in a 
single operation, very probably allotting lands to the owners and tenants in a regular 
manner. Returning to the fields and lands of the Midlands and Northamptonshire we 
seem to have a completely different system, and it is worth considering if this were 
always really the case, or whether, a simple layout of fields once occurred in these 
regions also, even though such long lands have not been described in a Midland context 
before, nor recorded in any document. 

26 M. Harvey, 'The origin of planned field systems in Holderness, Yorkshire' in Rowley Origins 1981; first 
noted by Maztat and Harris in 1969, see Maztat 1988, f.n. 28, below. 

27 ]. A. Sheppard 'Field Systems of Yorkshire' in Baker and Butlin 1973, pp. 145- 187; 149-50 with plan. 
28 W. Maztat, 'Long strip field layouts and their later subdivisions', GeogrqfislcaAnn. 70B (1.988) 133-148. 
29 D. Hall and]. Coles, Fenland Su~, English Heritage 1994, pp. 147-8. 
30 illustrated in Hall Medieval Fields 1982, p. 51; also noted by P. Allerston, 'Field and Village in the Pickering 

District of North Yorkshire', M. Sc. Thesis, University of London 1966. 
31 H~. Nitz 'Settlement Structure and Settlement systems of the Frankish Central State in Carolingian and 

Ottonian times' in Hooke 1988, pp. 249-273; fig 12.2; for other central European examples oflong strips 
see H~. Nitz, 'The intentional spread of common-field systems', GeogrqfiskaAnn. 70B (1988) 148-159. 

32 Nitz in Hooke 1988, fig. 12.3. 
33 A. Krenzlin, 'Dorf, Feld und Wirtschaft im Gebiet der Grossen Taler und Platten ostlich der Elbe', 

Forschungen zur Deutschen Landeskunde, 70, 1952. 
34 M. M. Postan (ed.) TheAgrarian lift of the Middle Ages, 2nd edn. 1966, The Cambridge Ecorwmic History of Europe 

1,46. 
35 Id. pp. 461-6. 
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Evidencefor long lands in the Midlands 

Physical evidence showing that very long strips once occurred in the Midlands comes 
from the alignment oflands in furlongs. While most lands have the ploughing 'aratral' 
curve at each end there is, never-the-Iess, often a general alignment oflands with those 
of the next furlong or furlongs. This is easiest to see in cases where the topography allows 
a series of furlongs to lie one above the other on a slope, with lands in the same 
orientation. Such alignments cannot be seen on the ground and aerial photographs 
have to be studied. 

Examples are readily visible from photographs of different parts of the county taken 
in April 1947. Near Gayton and Blakesley, there are 3 furlongs in alignment, the 
Blakesley example lying on a long curve. At Staverton there are 4 furlongs ,on the same 
alignment, and the same number occur at Weston and Weedon, also lying on a gende 
curve and four modern fields deep36. The Weedon Lois furlongs can be compared with 
a 1594 map (at All Souls College, Oxford), where they are seen to be exacdy the same. 
Such an arrangement cannot be achieved by piecemeal accretion of furlongs, but only 
by subdivision of long lands. 

At Raunds six furlongs lie one above the other with strips running in the same general 
orientation, with well developed ridged boundaries between them. The lands of each 
furlong have a reverse-S ploughing curve at each end. 37. An aerial photograph shows 
the furlongs to be part of one smooth curve nearly a mile long. Another example has 
been published for Wadenhoe where long curved lines have been interrupted by a 
medieval road38. The surveyed plan of Doddington shows that the furlongs lay one 
below the other and were probably fonned out of very long lands (Fig. 12) 

Evidence for changes in the orientation of lands in a few furlongs can be found. At 
Crick an earthwork field of ridge and furrow has had its lands ploughed in two directions 
at right angles, forming a checker-board of small mounds. This was doubdess done 
because the fanners ~f that particular furlong were dissatisfied with the drainage and 
hoped to get a better gradient by changing them. Such processes presumably occurred 
regularly in the early days of breaking long lands down into smaller furlongs. Historical 
evidence of the same process can be found in the area known in the eighteenth-century 
as Pecks Haden in Raunds (Fig. 9). 

Alignments in furlongs are evident on some open-field maps, provided they are 
sufficiendy accurate to be sure that there really is alignment, rather than a mere 
coincidental general tren'd. Late maps are usually the most reliable. A plan of Litde 
Addington illustrates examples, where many furlongs have the same general alignment 
(Plate 4). Wollaston 1774 map has 14 furlongs lying in an exact line39. Similar 
alignments can be seen in published plans. That for Crimscote, Warws., made in 1844, 
shows alignment through at least 5 furlongs at the north west and 4 in the south east40. 

In both cases only one furlong lies with lands orientated at 90 degrees to the others, and 
both are called 'cross furlong', as at Litde Addington. 

Regular tenurial cycles of lands in the fields, already described, present evidence of 
the existence oflong lands. The cycles of 32 lands at Hardingstone and other cycles at 

36 RAF CPE/UKIl991 nos 2172, 2086, 2274 and 1094 respectively; prints at NRO in Box XBO. 
37 Hall Medieval Fields 1982, p. 50. 
38 Id. p.50. 
39 Hall 'Fieldwork and field books' 1983; Wollaston p. 119, at the northwest of the plan. 
40 B. K. Roberts in Baker and Butlin Field Systems 1973, p. 196. 
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South Field 

Doddington 

Figure 12, Great Doddington furlong plan showing a large-scale layout. The thick black lines emphasize the 
alignment of lands in nine furlongs suggesting that the furlong divisions are secondary. 
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Muscott, Ecton and Mears Ashby, 'set up' long lines in the field plans (see Fig. 13), 
irrespective of whether some fl.lrlongs have been moved through 90 degrees. The 
information is an exact historical analogy to the aerial photographic evidence. 

There is, therefore, a variety of evidence to show that 'long lands' did once occur in 
the Midlands, and that they represent the earliest stage of a redesigned landscape, at the 
end of or after the Middle Saxon period. 

The dating qf fUrlongs 

Approaching retrospectively, from the historical evidence, it is known that medieval 
fields reached their final complete form by the thirteenth century. This is proved at, for 
instance, Broughton, Hemington, Naseby and Thornby where thirteenth century 
charters refer by name to all the furlongs that occupy the whole field area. Not 
every thirteenth-century furlong can be identified on the ground, but this does not 
matter because there 'are certainly enough names to correspond to all those mapped. 
Detailed evidence from the twelfth century is sparce; the demesne of Braybrooke is 
described in 1198 and a charter giving some furlong names at Cranford St John 
dates from approximately 1160. In both cases there is no reason to believe that the fields 
were incomplete, and similar in every respect to those marked on a map of 1748 for 
Cranford, and described in a field book of 1767 for Braybrooke. No furlong names are 
available before 1160, and it would have to be demonstrated by physical evidence that a 
furlong boundary of the later medieval type was buried by a feature datable to before, 
say, 1150. 

The furlong names themselves strongly suggest that larger units had been divided 
from the frequent occurrence of pairs, or more, of related names such as Upper Mines 
and Nether Mines, Above and Below Holme Wl!Y Joint (at Wollaston in 143041). The word 
joint is the seventeenth and eighteenth-century name for a furlong boundary, probably 
indicating an awareness of an 'act' of division where lands had been split into shorter 

_ lengths. At Raunds the subdivision is seen to involve several furlongs when there are 
references to the first, second, or even third joint42. There is no medieval Latin word for 
joint' (in contrast to 'headland',forera) which probably points to its being a late and 
secondary feature, although joints must have been formed by the thirteenth century 
according to the known existence of the 'final' furlong pattern by that date. 

Information from Saxon charters is limited. Those of Northamptonshire give no 
direct evidence about field systems. The correspondence between the Kettering 956 
assessment and that of 1086 is good but does not prove the existence of subdivided fields 
at the earlier date. Likewise Domesday refers to one hide at Denton belonging to 
Yardley Hastings, and a seventeenth-century terrier shows where this laid within the 
fields of Dent on. It seems likely that the field system was intermixed in the same way in 
1066, and when the land was granted to Ramsey abbey in c. 1020, although it cannot be 
proved. . 

A b~undary charter of 1021-3 for N ewnham describes furrows and headlands that 
correspond to right-angled bends in the present day parish boundary. A draft enclosure 
map of 1764 has furlongs indicated, showing that the kinks are caused by the boundary 
making its way around the furlongs. It seems, then, that furlongs were probably in 

41 Hall Wollaston 1977, pp. 156-161; names written on plan off.n.39. 
42 NRO ML 124, the Raunds field book, which has several examples of these name forms. 
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85 

Mears 
Ashby 68 

67 

84 

Figure 13, Mears Ashby fields and furlongs showing a compact demesne (Hall Field) and regular tenurial 
cycles of 40 lands in the west of the parish. 
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existence by the eleventh century, and so must have been fonned fairly soon after long 
strips were laid out. 

Possible origins of open fields 

The Northamptonshire studies have produced four new pieces of evidence that have to 
be accommodated in any explanation of the fonnation of open fields. 

1. The archaeological data give an approximate chronology for the fonnation of 
subdivided fields at the end of the Middle Saxon period, say the eighth century. ' 

2. The strips were laid out over large blocks oflandscape, later becoming reduced to 
a checkerboard pattern. 

3. A regular tenurial order of lands occurred throughout field systems, only being 
interrupted by block demesnes, or by areas of waste brought into cultivation later. 

4. The number of yardlands in a township does not change and is related to both the 
physical structure of the fields on the ground, and to Domesday and other fiscal 
assessments. 

It is considered that these points have been proved in the previous chapters and the 
discussion above, and that therefore fields were laid out in the late Middle Saxon period 
in a planned, large scale manner, with a fixed regular tenurial order. The scheme has 
attractions in that it would be simple to set out and easy for each farmer to know where 
his new holdings lay. 

The dating afforded by the archaeological evidence suggests a time towards the end 
of the Middle Saxon period, but before the introduction of wheel-made Saxo-Nonnan 
pottery (believed to be the ninth century, say c. 850). So the fields were probably created 
in the eighth century. What is certain is that there is no evidence for strip fields being 
introduced by the early Saxons or continuing from the Roman period. They did not 
exist in Roman Britain or early Saxon England, nor are they known in the Continental 
homelands before the eighth century. 

It then follows that many of the previou's explanations for the origin of subdivided 
fields are inapplicable. We no longer have to look for evidence of every furlong being 
created byassarting. Partible inheritance, for which there is no evidence in North-
amptonshire (other than amongst daughter coheirs), is not responsible for dividing a 
block of land into parcels; lands were stable even if yardlands were broken down. 

The later development of the fields and furlongs removes the difficulty of having to 
seek explanations and examples of prehistoric and Roman fields e~olving into furlongs. 
In spite of attempts to do so, there are no convincing cases of Saxon 'pre-subdivided' 
fields (enclosures defined by banks or ditches surving on marginal land or revealed as 
cropmarks). None of the many plans published by Bowen and Fowler43 provide a likely 
precursor; nowhere are there prehistoric or Roman fields on the scale of medieval fields. 
Some of the most extensive sets of Roman fields known in the country lie in the Fens at 
March and Christehurch in Upwell, Cambridgeshire, but they cover only about 300 
and 200 acres. These have been put forward as a model of Roman fields but they do not 

43 H. C. Bowen and P.]. Fowler (eels.), EarlY lAnd Allotment in the British Isles, 1978, British Archaeological 
Reports, British Series, vol. 48. 
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look at all like furlongs and they did not develop into strip fields. They were almost 
certainly pasture fields used for cattle raising and relate to specialized sites in the region, 
lying near a major transport route44• 

A few cases of ditches underlying furlong boundaries have been described45 but they 
are so few that they cannot account for furlongs, being no more than an ancient feature 
that was visible and was probably convenient for a boundary point, presenting an 
obstacle to the plough or interfering with the drainage of furrows. Since .most furlong 
boundaries are not an original feature of the fields, only the headlands and not the joints, 
there is no need to seek older boundaries under them, no more than Roman precursors 
would be sought underneath the hedges and ditches of eighteenth-century enclosures. 

Dahlman has provided a theoretical approach for a process leading to the necessity of 
fallow grazing. The driving force must have been population expansion and the lack of 
sufficient land to practise both animal husbandry and arable cultivation at the same 
time. The scattering of strips is still the most difficult item to account for, common 
ownership and common grazing of meadow being easy enough to deal with. The 
occurrence of large regular fields in eastern Germany, the more remote parts of 
Yorkshire and the Fens does not quite explain the case for the Midlands. The large and 
long strips prove that such systems did exist, and as early as the eighth century in 
Germany. However many of the examples quoted are the intake of somewhat marginal 
land. It is certainly true of the F ens where the longest lands and most regular fields occur 
in new intakes offen, made probably in the twelfth century. In Germany, the fields were 
part of a colonization, and the Carolingians probably cared litde what was there before 
and what they were obliterating. 

This is not the case for the English Midlands, where we need to explain a change 
made from holdings, presumably farms held in severalty, becoming scattered by the 
wish of the owners or the vill community. No absolute answer can ever be given, 
because the reasons, doubdess political and economic, were not recorded. The sugges-
tion by Dahlman, that scattering of arable prevented any particulur farmer with-
drawing his ground from communal fallow grazing, so ensuring that a finely balanced 
mixed farming economy was not disturbed, seems a possible explanation. Scattering 
also provided equal sharing of land quality and helped avoidance of 'local risks'. 

Conclusions 

There seems, therefore, to be fairly general evidence that land holding in strips dates 
from the eighth or ninth century in the Midland region. It may have occurred as part a 
major concentration of settlement to fewer sites and abandonment of some smaller 
ones, so forming the sites, if not the actual structure, of the later medieval vills. 

The driving force for such a major change of land use (greater than the changes 
caused by Parliamentary enclosure if the setdement sites were moved at the same 
time) is not certain. It may have been population pressure and the reduction of waste 
for animals to graze, so necessitating the use of fallow grazing. If there were to be 
common grazing over fallow arable, then large areas ofland would be needed; such an 

44 Hall Fenland lAndscapes, 1987, fig. 23, sites 32- 3; The Isle oJEly and Wtrbeclz, fig. 102, forthcoming, East 
Anglian Archaeology monograph. 

45 Bowen and Fowler Early LandAlIotmmt 1978, p. 159 (f.n .43). 
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arrangement would be unworkable, if for instance, all the 12 small Saxon setdements at 
Brixworth tried to operate their own fallow grazing in an unenclosed landscape. The 
animals from one small area of fallow would trespass on the crops of the neighbouring 
farms. In contrast, with a single large area of fallow, the control of animals would be 
easIer. 

How such massive changes were wrought is unclear. It is possible that it could be 
done by agreement by a 'village community'. That such communities existed in the 
Middle Ages and organised the agriculture is proven at Harlestone, Broughton and 
elsewhere, and it is possible to imagine such communities at an earlier date agreeing to 
change their agricultural system, since there would be improvement for each individual 
farmer. 

Equally, the driving force could have been seignurial. Although the manorial system 
in the ninth century was not established in the way it later appeared, it is likely that there 
was some kind of hierarchy with rent and tribute (provisions rather than work service) 
being paid to a thegn.. There was certainly a hierarchy by the tenth and eleventh 
centuries when large ('multiple') estates existed, and whole townships were being given 
by nobles to monasteries, as shown by the cartularies of the abb~ys of Ely and Ramsey 
and elsewhere. There were lords, or their stewards, in control of townships and such 
people were likely to be in a position to change agricultural systems. 

It is not, of course, implied, by the suggested dates and mechanisms mentioned 
above, that all townships formed subdivided fields at the same time or produced a 
mature two- or three- field system occupying the whole landscape of the type familiar by 
the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. It is likely that each township would change when 
it was best suited to do so, exacdy as with enclosure, the whole process possibly taking 
several centuries. The area involved in the newly divided fields would likely be the same 
as had been arable before, so if there were still woodland or other waste, it would be be 
left. If, subsequendy, the waste became assarted and brought into the fields then the new 
areas would often form a different block or alignment of strips. This is well illustrated by 
the field pattern at Clopton. At Raunds the tenurial character of a former wooded area, 
rather than strip alignment, marks it out from the main core of furlongs. Woodland 
areas would be expected to have complex arrangemants of fields and furlongs if a 
process of assarting were added to earlier fields and the whole never rearranged and 
rationalised. Geddington is a good example of this with complex fields in the fifteenth 
century not all of them being occupied by the copyholders and some of the land 
certainly being demesne assart. Similarly there were multiple fields named in 1563 at 
Glapthorn and Cotterstock. Field systems are simpler away from the wooded areas in 
the west of the county, as would be expected if the ground had been mosdy opened up 
before subdivided fields were laid out. 
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